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TRANSFORMATION  GROUPS  OF AUTOMORPHISMS
OF  C(X,G)

1.  S.   YANG

Abstract. If (X, T, tt) is a transformation group with locally

compact phase group T, there is a standard way to induce a trans-

formation group on C(X, Y) endowed with the compact-open

topology, where y is a uniform space. In this paper, we consider

the case where y is a topological group G. The reverse construction

under certain conditions is also considered.

If (X, T, tt) is a transformation group with locally compact phase

group T, there is a standard way [3, 1.68] to induce a transformation

group on C(X, Y) endowed with the compact-open topology, where Y

is a uniform space. England and Lanier [1] have applied this to the case

where Y is the space R of all real numbers and have shown that under

certain conditions this construction can be reversed and that many

dynamical statements about (X, T, tt) can be faithfully reflected in C(X).

The purpose of this paper is to show that many results obtained in [1]

can also be obtained under a more general setting.

For a topological space X and a topological group G, let C(X, G) be the

topological group of all continuous functions from X into G endowed

with the compact-open topology and with the pointwise multiplication.

The identity element of the group C(X, G) is denoted by /0 which maps

every x in X into e, the identity element of G. For each p in X, let CV(X, G)

be composed of functions/such that/(/>)=e. The groups C(X, G) and

CB(X, G) are discussed in [6], It is pointed out there that G is isomorphic

to C(X, G)ICP(X, G) for each p.

In our investigation we adopt some notations which are similar to those

used in [1] and [2] whenever possible. Throughout this note all transfor-

mation groups are supposed to have a locally compact phase group, and

the letter G will stand for an arbitrarily chosen but fixed topological

group. All topological spaces considered here are Hausdorff. For notations

and definitions not given, the reader is referred to [3] and [5].
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Suppose now that (X, T, tr) is a transformation group. Define

p:C(X,G) x T-+C(X, G)

by p(f, t)(x)=f(n(x, r1)) as in [3, 1.68]; then (C(X, G), T, p) is also a

transformation group, called the induced functional transformation

group.

For/e C(X, G), we let Z(f) = {x e X:f(x)=e}.
Definition 1. We shall call a pair (X, G) of a topological space X

and a topological group G an 5-pair if, for each closed subset C of X

and x $ C, there exists an/in C(X, G) such that Z(f)'=>C andf(x)^e.

Remark 2. S-pairs of topological spaces and topological groups are

abundant. Professor R. V. Fuller has pointed out that if (X, G) is an

A-pair, then X is completely regular.

For the remainder of this paper, all topological spaces X in C(X, G)

will be assumed to be those such that (X, G) are S-pairs. It is clear that

(X, T, tt) is effective if and only if (C(X, G), T, p) is effective, and that,

for each / e T, p* is a (topological) isomorphism of C(X, G) onto C(X, G)

keeping constant functions invariant.

For each peX, let Mv= CP(X, G)={fe C(X, G):/(/?) = e} and

Ov={fe C(X, G): Z(f) is a neighborhood of/?}. Then Op is a subgroup

of C(X, G) contained in Mv, and Mv^Mq if pj^q.

Lemma 3. Let (X, T, n) be a transformation group and let (C(X, G), T, p)

be the induced functional transformation group.  Then, for each t e T,

Proof.   The proof follows easily from the definitions.

Definition 4. (1) A normal subgroup M of C(X, G) is called an

F-normal subgroup if {Z(/);/e M) has the finite intersection property.

(2) A pair (X, G) of a topological space X and a topological group G is

said to be a ß-pair if whenever M is an F-normal subgroup of C(X, G) such

that C(X, G)\M isomorphic to G by an isomorphism <p such that (p(cyM) =

y, then D/e.i/^C/)^^' where c„ is the constant function which maps

X into y.

Note that if X can be embedded into G as a subspace of G, then (X, G)

is a ß-pair. To see this, we may identify lasa subspace of G and let

i:X-*G be the inclusion map. If M is an F-normal subgroup of C(X, G)

such that C(X, G)\M is isomorphic to G by an isomophism <p such that

<p(cyM)=y, then there is a unique t e G such that <f>(iM)=t. Thus ict-i e M.

Now Z(ict-0 = {t}, and M is an F-normal subgroup, hence f)feM^(f) —

{t}. Since every completely regular space can be embedded as a closed

subspace of complex topological linear space [4, 8.21], every completely

regular space has a topological group such that (X, G) is a ß-pair.
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Remark 5. Suppose that (X, G) is a g-pair. Then the only F-normal

subgroups M of C(X, G) such that C(X, G)jM is isomorphic to G by an

isomorphism <f> such that <p(cyM)=y are of the form Mp, p e X.

Proof. Indeed each Mp has the stated property. If M is an F-normal

subgroup of C(X, G) with the stated property, then there isp e f]feM Z(f),

and M is a normal subgroup of C(X, G) contained in Mp. Since G=

C(X, G)\M=C(X, G)\M\MP\M=G\MP\M, hence MP = M.
If (X, T, tt) is a transformation group and if M is an F-normal subgroup

of C(X, G), it is clear that p'(M) is also an F-normal subgroup of C(X, G)

for each t e T. We say that (C(X, G), T, cf>) is a transformation group of

group isomorphisms on C(X, G) keeping constant functions invariant if

each qV is an isomorphism of C(X, G) onto C(X, G), maps each F-normal

subgroup into an F-normal subgroup and maps each constant function

into itself.

Theorem 6. If X is locally compact, (X, G) is a Q-pair, and if

(C(X, G), T, <p) is a transformation group of group isomorphisms on

C(X, G) keeping constant functions invariant, then there exists a transfor-

mation group (X, T, tt) such that the induced functional transformation

group (C(X, G), T, p) is (C(X, G), T, <j>).

Proof.    Define ttXx T-^X by n(p, t)=q if and only if q\l(Mp) = Mq.

Claim 1.   7r is well defined.

Proof of Claim 1. For each t e T, <j>l(Mp) is an F-normal subgroup of

C(X, G) for p e X. Moreover, it is easy to see that C(X, G)l<f>t(M„) is

isomorphic to G by an isomorphism cf> such that <j>(cyM)=y. Hence

Remark 5 implies that there is a unique qeX such that <f>t(Mp) = Ma.

Hence 7r is well defined.

Claim 2.    (X, T, tt) is a transformation group.

Proof of Claim 2. Verification of the identity and homorphism axioms

are routine, only continuity of tt needed to be shown.

Let C be a closed subset of X, and let (xx, tx), a. e A, be a net in 7r_1(C)

such that (x,, tx)->-(x, t). We want to show (x, t) e tt-~1(C). Suppose

(x, i) £ tt~1(C), then tt(x, t) £ C. Let/g C(X, G) such that Z(/)=> C but

/(tt(x, ,))#e. Then/^ M„(xt). Note that/6 Jl/,(Vil) if and only if ^fe

My. Now q^Ç1 f-^-fa-y in C(X, G) since <f> is continuous. Since X is locally

compact, the compact-open topology for C(X, G) is jointly continuous.

Hence ^r"1/converges continuously to <f>rf [4, p. 241], so ^'« /(xj—►

<tj/-1/(x) in G. But tt(xx, tx) e C for each a g A, hence fe M„{x , ,, i.e.

(j}*" feMx for each a g A. Hence <£'« f(xx) = e. This implies that

</>rl/(x)=e. Thus <f>rlfeMx, i.e., fe M,(jM) which contradicts with

f$ Mn{xt). This proves Claim 2.
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We now return to the proof of Theorem 6. Since Pt(Mv) = Mrr{p t) =

<pl(Mp) for each/? e X and each t e F, we only need to show that, for each

t e T, 4>\f) = p\f) for fe C(X, G). Suppose there is a fe C(X, G), a
t e Fand a/? e Xsuch that <f>t(f)(p)¥ipi(f)(p). Since <¡>l and p* are group

isomorphisms keeping constant functions invariant, we may assume that

<pf(p) = e but pf(p)^e. Then 4>feMp but pf$Mp. However, /=
p-'W) e tp^M^M^^ and /=p«~V~!/") $ /?'-1(Mp) = MHi),(-1) a
contradiction. Hence the theorem is proved.

If/e C(X, G) such that Z(f)?¿<p, let [f] = {gheh:g, « e C(X, G) such
that Z(g)^Z(f), Z(h)=>Z(f), and e=l or -1}. Then/e [/] and [/]
is a subgroup of C(X, G) contained in Mx for each x eZ(f). Since Pl

is a group isomorphism for each t e T, it is easy to see that p\[f]) =

[pn
For each subgroup M of C(X, G) and each subset S of F, let 7(M; S) =

f]tes P*(M). Note that J(M; S) is again a subgroup of C(X, G) and that,

if Sx<= S2, J(M; S2)<=J(M; Sx).
The following theorem is the key theorem to our investigation for the

remainder of this paper.

Theorem 7. Suppose that fe MP and that A and B are any subset of T.

Then /([/]; A)<=J(MP; B) if and only iftr(p, B)<=cl(ir(Z(f), A)).

Proof. Suppose n(p, B)^cl(tr(Z(f), A)), and let geJ([f];A)=

OteA p'([/j)=rW [¿/].Then Z(g)^Z(p'f)=7r(Z(f),t) for each t e A.
Hence Z(g)=>cl(7r(Z(/), A)) since Z(g) is closed, and we have Z(g)^>

tr(p,B). This shows that ge Mir{pA) = Pt(Mp) for each t e B. Hence

g e DteB P'(MV)=J(MV; B).

Conversely, assume that./([/]; A)^J(MP; B), and let^ <£ cl(7r(Z/), A)).

Then there is g e C(X, G) with Z(g)=>cl(7r(Z(/), A)) but q$Z(g). Since

Z(pi/)=7r(Z(/),0<=7r(Z(/),/4) for each te A, we have that Z(g)=>

Z(pf) for each te A. If h = p*f, [«]=[//] = />'([/])• Let k=gh~\ Then
Z(k)-=-Z(h) and g=kh=khl0 e [«] = />'([/]). Hence g eJ([f]; A)<=
J(MP; B). Thus g e Pt(MP) = M,[p,t) for each t e B, and Z(g)^n(p, B).

This implies that q $ n(p, B). Hence n(p, B)^cl(n(Z(f); A)).

Definition 8. (1) Let si be a class of subsets of T. The elements of si

are called admissible sets.

(2) The normal subgroup Mp is said to be periodic under F if there exists

a compact subset A of F such that J(MP; K)^J(MV; T).

(3) The normal subgroup Mp is said to be ^-recursive under T if for

each/e 0P there is an admissible set A in si such that [f]<=J(Mp; A).

In particular, if si is the class of left syndetic subsets of F, and if, for

each/e 0P, there is an A in si such that [f]czJ(MP; A), then we say that

MP is almost periodic under T.
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Remark 9. If Mp is periodic under T, then Mp is almost periodic

under T. The converse fails.

Proof. Let fe Op, and let A' be a compact subset of T such that

J(MP; K)<=J(MP; T). Then J([f]; K)cj(Mp; T). Hence, by Theorem 7,

Tr(p, t)^Tr(Z(f), K). Since Z(f) is a neighborhood of p, there is a left

syndetic A of F such that Tr(p, A)cZ(/)=tt(Z(/), e) [3, 4.02]. Hence

[/]=/([/]; {e})<=y(Mj,; A), and M,, almost periodic.

The failure of the converse follows from the following two theorems

and well-known facts.

Using Theorem 7, we are now able to state the following two theorems.

The proofs are easily adapted mutatis mutandis from the proofs of

Theorems 7 and 9 of [1].

Theorem 10.    Mp is periodic under T if and only if p is periodic under T.

Theorem 11.    Mp is recursive under T if and only ifp is recursive under T.

Now by replacing the term "admissible set" by an appropriate phrase,

as in [3, 3.38], we may define all of the classical recursive properties for

the normal subgroups Mp in C(X, G), and Theorem 11 indicates that

many dynamical statements about (X, T, tt) can be faithfully reflected in

(C(X, G), T, p).
As an application to what we discussed so far, we have the following

rather easy remark.

Proposition. Suppose that (X, T, tt) is recursive on X and that T is

abelian. If fe C(X, G) is uniformly continuous, then (C(X,G),T,p) is

recursive on the coset fN of some subgroup N of C(X, G), where the left

uniformity for G is taken as the uniformity for G.

Proof. Let W(C, VL)={(h, k): h(x)-1k(x) e V, x e C} be a basic

member of the compact-index uniformity of C(X, G) by the left uniformity

of G, where C is a compact subset of X and V an open symmetric neighbor-

hood of the identity eG in G. By the uniform continuity off, there is a

symmetric index a of X such that if x and y are in X with (x,y) e a, we

have/(x) ef(y)V. Let A be an admissible subset of F such that 7r(x, A)<^

a[x] for each x g C. If g is a function in C(X, G) such that a[C]<=Z(g)

then N=[g] is a subgroup of C(X, G).

We now show that (C(X, G), T, p) is recursive on fN. First we note

that Mv is recursive under T by Theorem 11 for each p e C, thus [g]^

J(MP; A') for some admissible subset A' of T which may be taken to be

A since n(p, A)<=Z(g) if and only if [g]=J([g], {e})cJ(Mp;A) by Theorem

7. Hence///(7t(/j, t))=f(Tr(p, t)) for each h e N, p e C and t e A. Now,

for y e A,p(fh, rl)(y)=fh(rr(y, t))=f(Tr(y, t)) ef(*[y])<=f(y)V=fh(y)V.
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Hence  P(fh, A'^WiC VL)[fh]  for each  « e N,  and the proof is

completed.

In concluding the paper, we show that Theorem 10 of [1] may not hold

if we simply replace C(X) by C(X, G) there.

Theorem 12. In order that the transformation group (X, T, v) be

minimal it is sufficient that the only normal subgroups in C(X, G) which are

invariant under H={p':t e T} are {/„} and C(X, G). This sufficient condition

is not a necessary condition.

Proof. Let p e X. By definition, J(MP; T) is invariant under H. Let

/be the constant map such that f(x)=a^e for each xeX. Then/^

J(MP;T). Hence J(MV; T)j¿C(X, G). This implies J(M„; F) = {/0}.

Suppose cl(ir(p, T))t¿X. Then there is fe C(X, G) such that fj^I0 and

Z(/)=>c1(7t(/?, F)). This implies by Theorem 7 that [f]<^J(Mp; T).
Hence, in particular, feJ(Mp; T) which is a contradiction.

The following example shows that the stated condition is not a necessary

condition.

Example. Let G be the additive group of integers modulo 2 with the

discrete topology. The transformation group (G, G, v), where -n is the

usual addition modulo 2, is minimal. Now C(G, G) = {/0,/1,/2,/3}, where

fx is the function which maps G into 1 ,/2 is the function which maps 1 into 1

and 0 into 0, and f3 is the one which maps 0 into 1 and 1 into 0. Then M=

{I0,fi} is a subgroup of C(G, G) which is invariant under H={Pt: t e G).

The author would like to express his appreciation to the referee for some

suggestions which have improved the presentation of this paper.
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